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I don’t know about you, but I am looking forward to watching the Winter Olympics this month! 
I enjoy the summer Olympics, but the winter competition is my favorite sporting event. Ever. 
Perhaps watching all those talented athletes compete in snow and ice will provide inspiration 
for my writing – at least the Antarctica section of my work-in-progress! 

As always, I want to remind readers of dates you can snag a free Kindle copy of the Into the 
Outside series, and my time travel short: Time’s Anchor. See details below… and keep 
reading to the end for reviews on some fantastic books and audiobooks. 

 

 

Audiobook Reviews Wanted – Audible UK 

I‘ve still got a few FREE DOWNLOAD CODES for Audible.co.uk 
available. Please reply to this email if you live in the UK and are 
interested. 
 

 

Into the Outside (Into the Outside Book 1) 
Dystopian/Sci-Fi 

“Lynda brings the troubles of both the shelter people and outsiders 
to life in such a way that it truly makes you wonder if this could 
really happen. She combines the action/adventure of the outside 
with an uncanny love story that truly melts the heart.”  
Amazon Review, Zora Marie 

16-year-old Isabella has grown up believing mutants are sub-
human, stupid and would eat every shelter person if they had the 
chance, until she spies a wandering mutant tribe through the glass 
bottom swimming pool that is her shelter’s only light source. 

She is fascinated by their leader, Malcolm. But is she brave 
enough to go OUTSIDE no matter what danger lurks? 

$0.99 on Kindle, $10.99 Paperback, $19.95 (or 1 credit) on 
Audible 

Visit Amazon on February 6, February 20, March 1, or March 8 
to download your free Kindle copy. 

  

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B012UOU4KO
http://www.amazon.com/dp/151480011X
https://www.audible.com/pd/Teens/Into-the-Outside-Audiobook/B01IU879Q6
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B012UOU4KO


 

Into the Yellow Zone (Into the Outside Book 2) 
Dystopian/Sci-Fi 

Isabella and the tribe continue their journey to warn the mutant 
tribes about the danger that awaits them after the shelter people 
emerge from underground… in 50 years. But they don’t know of 
the imminent danger that awaits them if they are captured. 
Isabella’s brother Luke escapes from the military and continues 
chasing his sister through the dangerous Yellow Zone – the areas 
of highest contamination, to try to warn her. Along the way, both 
the tribe and Luke meet up with an old scientist who is close to 
finding a vaccine to protect the shelter people from the toxic 
Outside. If he is successful, it will change everything they know 
about the future!   

$0.99 on Kindle, $10.99 Paperback, $19.95 (or 1 credit) on 
Audible 

Visit Amazon on February 15, February 27, March 14, or March 
22 to download your free Kindle copy. 
 

 

Under the Mountain (Into the Outside Book 3) 
Dystopian/Sci-Fi 

Isabella and her new family have been captured and imprisoned in 
the underground city of Mt. Weather. They and other captive 
mutants face certain death cleaning lethal radiation zones Outside 
unless Dr. Rosario’s cure can save them. But can Isabella’s 
brother Luke and the Mt. Weather rebels convince enough of the 
army that the mutants are worth saving? Without their help, the 
mutants are doomed. 

$0.99 on Kindle, $11.99 Paperback 
Production will begin on the audio book in February. 

Visit Amazon on February 13, March 6, or March 27 to download 
your free Kindle copy. 
 

 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01N9ZHZUB
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1537185578
https://www.audible.com/pd/Sci-Fi-Fantasy/Into-the-Yellow-Zone-Audiobook/B075523CY2
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01N9ZHZUB
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B076L96T1D
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1978381859
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B076L96T1D


 

Time's Anchor 
Time Travel/Sci-Fi 
 
Ophelia’s husband disappears at the most inopportune times. 
After 10 years, she’s not sure why she puts up with it, other than 
the fact that she’s loved him since she met him in college, before 
the physics experiment that started Will involuntarily sliding 
through time. She leans on her friends for support – the partners 
of the unwilling time travelers – until one returns from a slide 
beaten to death. The shock of this tragedy reverberates through 
the group, and they make a decision to try to prevent the 
experiment from ever taking place. A human story of love, 
friendship, and life’s joys and sorrows, set against the backdrop of 
a mystery that ranges from modern day Boston to Civil War 
Virginia to the casino building boom of Las Vegas. 

$0.99 on Kindle and $6.95 on Audible 

Visit Amazon on February 22, March 5, or March 20 to download 
your free Kindle copy. 
 

 

AUDIOBOOK Reviews 
Red Planet Blues, by Robert J. Sawyer 
Sci-Fi 

Overall *****  Performance  *****  Story  ***** 
 

Set on a lawless Mars in a future where everything is cheap, and 
life is even cheaper, Alex Lomax is a private eye working the 
Martian frontier town of New Klondike  that sprang up 40 years ago 
after Simon Weingarten and Denny O’Reilly discovered fossils. 
Back on Earth, where anything can be synthesized, the remains of 
alien life are the most valuable of all collectibles, so shiploads of 
desperate treasure hunters stampeded to Mars in the Great 
Martian Fossil Rush. 

Lomax tracks down killers and kidnappers among the failed 
prospectors, corrupt cops, and a growing population of transfers - 
lucky stiffs who, after striking paleontological gold, upload their 
minds into immortal android bodies. He uncovers clues to solving 
the decades-old murders of Weingarten and O’Reilly, along with a 
journal that may lead to their legendary mother lode of Martian 
fossils. Channeling Rick Blaine in Casablanca, Sawyer captivates 
readers with his memorable characters and ingenious plotting. 
 

$24.95 or 1 Credit on Audible 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01HSX38WS
http://www.audible.com/pd/B073PGLYDZ
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01HSX38WS
http://www.audible.com/pd/B00BQ0LGNS
http://www.audible.com/pd/B00BQ0LGNS


SOCIAL MEDIA – Connect with me on Facebook, Twitter, Goodreads, and Amazon..  

Thank you for your unending support. Cheers! 
 

 

 
No longer interested email from Lynda Engler, Author? Unsubscribe.

 

AUDIOBOOK Reviews 
Caretaker, by Josi Russell 
Sci-Fi 

Overall ****  Performance  **** Story  **** 
 

Ethan Bryant was supposed to fall asleep on a ship leaving Earth 
and wake up 50 years later with his family on the planet Minea. 
Instead, after the ship's caretaker – the lone human in charge of 
monitoring the ship's vital systems - suddenly died, the ship's 
computer locked Ethan out of his stasis chamber and gave him 
the job. Five years later, he is resigned to his fate until the ship 
suddenly wakes up another passenger: a beautiful engineer who, 
along with Ethan, soon discovers a secret navigation room even 
the ship's computer doesn’t know. The ship is not bound for Minea 
but somewhere far more dangerous. With the ship nearing its 
sinister destination, Ethan learns that he holds the key to saving 
all 4,000 passengers from a highly advanced, hostile alien race. 

$26.59 or 1 Credit on Audible 
 

 

BOOK Review 
Founders, by Stuart Jaffe 
Sci-Fi 

Overall ***** 
 

Stuart Jaffe is the madman behind The Max Porter Paranormal 
Mysteries, the Nathan K thrillers, The Parallel Society series, and 
more. His unique brand of pulp adventure mixed with a contem-
porary sensibility brings out the best in a variety of SF sub-genres.  

In Founders, Rica, Pimly and Craig investigate the bizarre death of 
a friend on their new colony world. The more they uncover, the 
stranger their new world becomes Their investigation leads them 
into a twisting maze of lies, deceit, mysterious illnesses and 
madness as they pursue a truth they may not want to know. 

$3.99 on Kindle 

 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Lynda-Engler-Fan-Page/185688614863281
https://twitter.com/Lynda_Engler
https://www.goodreads.com/LyndaEngler
http://www.amazon.com/L.-E.-Engler/e/B006BHJ8FO
http://www.lyndaengler.com/?es=unsubscribe&db=###DBID###&email=###EMAIL###&guid=###GUID###
http://www.audible.com/pd/B01ACLZ8S0
http://www.audible.com/pd/B01ACLZ8S0
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01L67JT7K
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01L67JT7K

